**THE SEEKER 100 USB VIDEO INSPECTION 12MM PROBE**

Features wireless transmission of video and images to your computer up to 30 feet away and a Skype® enabled streaming video for remote viewing over the internet. Built-in radio transmitter wirelessly transmits (up to 10 feet) live video signal to the RCV100 USB video receiver, this enables the video to be viewed on a Windows PC and streamlined live over the internet. Works with Windows 7, Vista and XP. 12mm (0.47 in.) diameter, 1m (3.28 ft.) long, flexible-obedient, far focus camera-tipped probe is water, oil and dust proof to IP67 standards. Optional probe extensions of 1m, 2m, and 3m (3.28 ft., 6.56 ft., 9.84 ft.) are available for the 12mm probe. In addition to the 12mm (0.47 in.) diameter probe, this unit can also accept optional 9.0mm (0.35 in.) and 5.5mm (0.22 in.) camera tipped probes. Adjustable light intensity from built-in LEDs. Flexible-obedient probes retain configured shape to suit various applications. Includes: Custom Hard Case, Transmitter Handle with 12mm Diameter x 1m Long, Flexible-Obedient Probe 3 Accessory Tools: (45° Mirror, Magnetic Pick-Up, Pick-Up Hook), RCV100 Wireless USB Video Receiver, Interface Cable, Software on Mini-CD Instructional Manual, 3 Year Limited Warranty. P/N 12-02656 ..................$171.95

**HIGH PERFORMANCE VIDEO SYSTEM DCS1600**

Portable, hand-held, complete borescope system with monitor, camera and video. Kit includes: • Charger • Lens module cable 39.4” (1 M) • SD memory card • 30.45 and 60° mirrors • USB to 5-pin mini-B cable • Video cable • Cleaning cloth • Cotton swabs • Instructions • Heavy duty water proof blow mold case

P/N 12-02299 .................$857.00

**SEEKER 300 VIDEO BORESCOPE SYSTEMS**

The Seeker 300 Video Borescope System offers a large 3.5-inch LCD color monitor and a 5.5mm flexible, configurable camera-tipped probe with adjustable LED lighting. Ideal for use in the visual inspection of otherwise inaccessible areas. This Video Borescope Kit also includes a mirror, magnet and pick-up hook that can be attached to the end of the probe. 3.5” (8.89mm) Color LCD Screen for crystal clear image, superb clarity and viewing effect. 5.5mm or 12mm diameter Camera-tipped Probe is flexible and strong with built-in adjustable LED lighting, and is slim enough to perform automotive engine check-up. Flexible Probe retains configured shape to suit different inspection needs. Probe Length: Standard: 3.28ft. (1m), Optional: up to 16ft (5m). View findings instantaneously


5.5 mm Probe ........................................P/N 12-02652 ..............$255.95

12mm Probe .........................................P/N 12-02397 ..............$212.95

2 Meter Probe Extension .......................P/N 12-02397 ..................$25.75

**VOYAGER ARTICULATING VIDEO BORESCOPE**

The state-of-the-art ATS Voyager videoscope features an articulating tip that swings 240 degrees to reach every inspection point of an airplane. With a simple turn of the control knob, you can move its Tungsten-sheathed tip from side to side to look left, right, and even backwards! The ATS Voyager gives you unprecedented access to areas that simply cannot be reached with a straight probe. Included with the ATS Voyager is a 70 degree tip mirror to look at right angles to the normal line of sight. And on that score, the ATS Voyager features a remarkable innovation that places an extra set of LED lights to the side of the probe, which when activated, successfully eliminates the glare and spots that are sometimes present when looking through a mirror. The result is an absolutely crystal clear, well lit image through the tip mirror. It’s a brilliant idea that you’ll be seeing on other videoscopes in the future. The camera captures video and stills at a resolution of 640x480 pixels, and optionally stores them to an SD card. The 3.2” display shows images with excellent clarity. The flexible 1 meter probe bends to any shape, while the sealed 6mm tip will resist dirt, scratches, and abrasions associated with normal use.

P/N 12-04561 ..................$1,224.00

**WIRELESS VIDEO/AUDIO BORESCOPE SYSTEM DCS1800**

A portable, hand-held borescope system with monitor, camera, video and wireless data transmission. Operate the instrument anywhere and wireless probe. In addition to the 12mm (0.47 in.) camera probe, 33 ft (1m) SD card, 30º 45º and 60º mirrors, instructions and waterproof blow mold carrying case.

Borescope System .............................P/N 12-02301 ..............$1,114.00

Probe Extensions - 2 Meters ...............P/N 12-02397 ..............$25.75

**HIGH RESOLUTION DIGITAL INSPECTION CAMERA WITH RECORDER**

With vivid 640 x 480 images and a tempered glass lens, this high-resolution digital inspection camera allows you to inspect engine parts, home appliances and other tight spaces with precise clarity. The inspection camera also features a recorder that enables you to hook up the camera to your computer for review. And then, save those images on internal flash memory or SD card (cable, SD card not included).

P/N 15-08342 ..................$429.00
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